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About 

The

College

Aurora’s Engineering College, established in the year 1998, offers undergraduate engineering programmes in the disciplines
of CSE, ECE, EEE, MECH, IT and CIVIL Engineering, and M.Tech. programmes in 11 specializations besides MBA/MCA post
graduate programmes. Right from the inception, the college has pursued quality education as the cornerstone of its
educational policy and all its practices have evolved around this aim. Situated in Bhongir, on the Hyderabad-Warangal
National Highway, away from the hubbub of the city, yet reachable within 45-50 minutes from the twin cities of Hyderabad &
Secunderabad by many modes of transport, it offers a valuable learning atmosphere to its students who pursue their
education to turn out of the college not only as excellent technical professionals but also excellent human beings imbibing
proper positive values and acquiring the potentials to become worthy citizens and valuable human resource of the nation. In
the post graduate (M.Tech/MBA and MCA) programmes, students, pursue academic excellence through high level academics
and highly research oriented project work. 2



Vision

To be synonymous with learning and be a center
of excellence in technical education that lays
emphasis on Research, Development, and
Innovation, for providing eminent professionals to
society.

Mission

To achieve academic excellence and develop
dynamically socially conscious technical leaders
through career oriented courses with student
centric learning process.

Quality Policy

To strive for providing uncompromised and
complete education preparing every student for
the future.
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Message 

From 

Director, Placements

Dr. Raghu N Prabhakar
Director, Training and Placements, AES

Placement season is always an exciting period. Ambition of majority of the
students is to get a decent job immediately after completing the studies.

Responsibility of the Educational Institutions in general and the professional
colleges in particular is to impart knowledge both theoretical and practical,
make the student understand broad perspectives of respective field of study,
with an ultimate aim of making the outgoing students readily employable.

In the yesteryears, professional competency was good enough to get a job
but presently what is most needed is a well rounded personality covering
academic competency, application of concepts, ability to express clearly,
good attitude and leadership qualities. Ability to use technology as a tool is
yet another essential competency required.

Every student who is aspiring for a great job, must know clearly that the prerequisite to grab a decent job is to become
competent. Knowledge, Will, Skill and Zeal are the essentials. What matters is Focus and Determination to get a Job.
Eat, Drink and Breath, placement from Day one of your Final year.

Students of Aurora colleges are fully aware of the importance of large, medium and small companies in the larger picture of
industry and so also core, IT and service sectors. With this kind of preparation at Aurora, corporates will find our students
meeting or exceeding the industry needs.

We invite companies from all sectors to visit our campus to scout for the best of freshers.
Wishing you all the best.
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Message 

From 

The Principal

Aurora’s Engineering College has always been in the forefront in identifying the needs of the industry and training the
undergraduate and postgraduate students as per their requirements. The training and placements cell at our college identifies
these needs and conducts various training programmes, workshops, and seminars to improve both the technical skills and soft
skills of our students.

Choosing a career after graduation is a major decision and many of our students are uncertain about which path to choose.
The Center for Career Guidance of the college plays an important role in this decision making process from the moment a
student joins the college. This helped us in identifying the students who are aiming to secure a job after graduation and
students who are aiming for higher education. Due to this, our students are more focused and trained towards achieving their
goals and the employers of our students are benefited.

Our alumni are working with several multi-national companies in India and abroad occupying prestigious positions and have
brought great laurels to the college. Some of them visit the college regularly to help the current students understand the
challenges they face in the industry and ways to tackle them.

We are sure that our graduates serve you with utmost sincerity, dedication, and hard work, and will prove to be an asset to
your organization. We heartily invite you to visit our campus and recruit our graduates and look forward to meet you soon.
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Message From 

Training & Placements 

Officer

Mr. GVSSN Srirama Sarma
Training & Placement Officer

AEC has been established to adopt and impart holistic Education to fulfill the
needs of the industry. The students are well equipped to perform effectively in
any environment. The Institute gives prominence to ensure that the qualified
technical graduates as well as post graduates in the streams of Engineering
and Management receive good placements. We strive to achieve this through
constant interaction with the industry through Guest Lectures, summer
internships, management research projects, on-campus and off-campus
placements initiatives.

We take care to groom our students according to the needs of the industry. We seek to open frontiers of knowledge and reveal
new horizons of change, to broaden mindsets and to create positive attitudes in our students. Our students get a lot of
exposure to real life by their frequent industrial visits, seminars, internships and live projects. This has helped to inculcate in the
students a mindset that prepares them for the challenging demands of Industry and Corporates.

I am proud of what we at AEC have achieved and look forward to more with optimism and confidence. I wish a very successful
career ahead to all the students of AEC and feel confident that they will make significant contributions to the organizations
they join.
With immense pleasure and pride I invite you to participate in our shared goal of excellence in technical education.
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Placements are benchmark to the performance of any institute and it depicts
the success and the growth of the institutions.



Why Recruit @ AEC?

Exceptional 
Laboratories for 

Enhanced Practical 
Exposure

Strict and Fair 
Evaluation 
Procedures

Innovative 
Teaching Learning 

Practices

Special 
Emphasis on 

Projects

Strict 
Discipline and 

Code of 
Conduct

Great Emphasis 
on Soft Skills
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Central Facilities @ AEC

Spacious Library with 50000 volumes

Multimedia enabled Seminar Halls Excellent Transportation with AC buses

Auditorium with 1000 capacity
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Computing Centre @ AEC
One of our strongest facility..

having 1250 highly configured 
computers with 20 Mbps internet 

connectivity and Wi-Fi 
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Training and Placements Cell

Functions of TPC
Placements form an integral part of AEC. At AEC we ensure better placements for all by constituting a dedicated placement committee comprising of
faculty and students selected after a transparent and impartial process. The College has a separate Training and Placement Cell. The Placement
Committee consisting of one faculty representing each department decides the guidelines for the placement activity.

Guest Lectures and Training Programmes are arranged for the students. We always endeavor to build such capabilities among the students in a
systematic manner. The training and placement division has a focused approach to prepare students right from the second year of joining the college.
We address two different aspects of students’ capability. Experienced teaching staff takes care of the technological abilities to recall knowledge gained
during academics for application at work place and secondly the soft skills required which plays an important role in the industry today. We also have
facilities within college premises for conducting campus interviews and these include those for presentation, conducting aptitude tests, group
discussions and interview techniques. Sessions are also arranged on Resume Writing.

Training and Placement division aims at specifically developing these abilities through planned training for the students. The institute looks forward to
conducting such activities with the help of selected internal and external faculties. This training includes personality development, communication skills,
and extensive exercises to inculcate analytical abilities empowering students to interpret data faster.

Scope

The committee aims to accomplish the following every academic year:
• Preparation of an attractive and comprehensive Placement Brochure
• Organizing Pre–Placement Seminars by Companies
• Getting the Pre–Placement Job Announcement Form (declaration) filled in by the representatives of each visiting company
• Maintaining and regularly updating Database of Students
• Maintaining Database of Companies and establishing strategic links for campus recruitments
• Gathering information about Job fairs and all relevant recruitment advertisements
• Coordinating with companies to learn about their recruitment procedures
• Identifying the needs and expectations of the companies to assist them in recruiting the most suitable candidates
• Organizing pre-placement training for students(Soft Skills, Technical sessions, Mock Interviews)
• Collecting feedback from employers where our students are placed
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The Team

Department Faculty Coordinators Student Coordinators

ECE Mr. M. Shravan Kumar Reddy Mr. M. Devender

CSE Mr. K. Hanumantha Rao Ms. M. Siddartha Reddy

MECH Mr. N. Bala Krishna Mr. N. Sujith

EEE Mr. G. Laxminarayana Mr. R. P. Mightson

CE Ms. T. Divya Mr. Saivadan Reddy

Placement and Training Cell..

Training and Placement Officer
Mr. G V S S N Srirama Sarma

Trainers
TalentSprint , Career Accelerator for Youth, Chennai & Hyderabad

Coordinators



Placement Statistics
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Some of Our Esteemed Recruiters
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Some of Our Esteemed Recruiters
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How to Reach AEC

The college is located 40 KMs away from Uppal, Hyderabad and is easily accessible by road and
railways. The college can be reached in less than an hours time from Uppal. The road route to the
college from Madhapur is shown below.
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Contact Us

Address
Aurora’s Engineering College
Near Raigiri, Bhongir,
Nalgonda Dist. Andhra Pradesh
PIN: 508116

Website
www.aurora.in

Email
placements@aurora.ac.in
principal_62@aurora.ac.in

Phone Numbers
08685 200262
9100111111, 9100000196
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